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Abstra t
We investigate the Chur h{Kalmar{Kreisel{Turing Theses on erning theoreti al (ne essary) limitations of future omputers and of dedu tive s ien es, in view of re ent results
of lassi al general relativity theory. We argue that (i) there are several distinguished
Chur h{Turing-type Theses (not only one) and (ii) validity of some of these theses depend
on the ba kground physi al theory we hoose to use. In parti ular, if we hoose lassi al
general relativity theory as our ba kground theory, then the above mentioned limitations
(predi ted by these Theses) be ome no more ne essary, hen e ertain forms of the Chur h{
Turing Thesis ease to be valid (in general relativity). (For other hoi es of the ba kground
theory the answer might be di erent.)
We also look at various \obsta les" to omputing a non-re ursive fun tion (by relying on
relativisti phenomena) published in the literature and show that they an be avoided (by
improving the \design" of our future omputer). We also ask ourselves, how all this re e ts
on the arithmeti al hierar hy and the analyti al hierar hy of un omputable fun tions.
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1 Introdu tion
Certain variants of the so- alled Chur h{Turing Thesis play a basi role in the foundations
of theoreti al omputer s ien e, logi , meta-mathemati s and the so- alled \fundamentals of
dedu tive s ien es". The Thesis is a well-reasoned, well-motivated \ onje ture" 3. The Thesis
was formulated before \bla k hole physi s" was developed. We will re all the Thesis and some
of its variants in detail in Se tion 2.
Roughly speaking, the variant we are interested in on erns inherent limitations of possible
future omputing devi es. These limitations deal with idealized omputers, therefore they do not
involve parti ular data like the size of our Universe, et . i.e. these limitations are supposed to be
ne essarily (i.e. theoreti ally) true in some sense. On the other hand they do involve some physi al theory about time, spa e, motion and things like that as we will argue in Se tion 2. Clearly,
if we do not presuppose a onsistent theory about time, spa e, motion et . then it is impossible
to formulate Theses of the kind we are referring to. Very roughly, these variants of the Chur h{
Turing Thesis onje ture that if a mathemati al fun tion f will be realizable at least in prin iple
by an arbitrary future \arti ial omputing system" then f must be Turing- omputable4. Here
again, the future \arti ial omputing system" is understood as being idealized and f is realized
by the system if in theory it is realized by the theoreti al des ription (design) of the system.
In passing we note that this Thesis has many important onsequen es. One onsequen e
says that \paper-and-pen il- omputability" oin ides (and will always oin ide) with ma hineomputability. Here by paper-and-pen il- omputability we understand realizability by an algorithm in the mathemati al sense (where we note that the mathemati al notion of the algorithm
goes ba k to an ient Greeks, in some sense).
Remark. Some authors, e.g. Pitowsky [25℄ argue that the Thesis we are interested in is not
really Chur h's Thesis but Wolfram's Thesis ( f. [Wolfram 1985℄ from the referen es in [25℄).
The argument states that Chur h was not interested in omputers, but instead he was interested
in the \purely mathemati al" notion of an algorithm. We would like to pose the following
ounter-arguments to this obje tion olle ted in items (1)-(5) below.
(1) It is exa tly this subtlety be ause of whi h we refer to those variants of the Thesis we
want to dis uss here as Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses5 (instead of alling it Chur h's or Chur h{
Turing Theses). Perhaps Chur h himself was not interested in omputers but Kalmar and Turing
were, and they did take part (emphati ally) in re ning, publishing et . of the \abstra t, idealized,
3 We

mean the kind of onje ture whi h annot be proved but an, in prin iple, be refuted.
is only a rst, in omplete approximation of a part of the Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses, however. We
refer to Theses 2-4' in Se tion 2 for a better illustration of what the theses we want to dis uss here are about.
5 A tually we should all them as Chur h{Kalm
ar{Kreisler{Turing Theses but for simpli ity we will write
Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses.
4 This

theoreti al, future- omputer-oriented" version of the Thesis6 .
(2) Independently of Chur h's original motivation, if we look into the literature of our natural s ien es today, we nd that in the bran hes listed in the beginning of this introdu tion
(e.g. theoreti al omputer s ien e, arti ial intelligen e, ognitive s ien e, et .) the \abstra t
omputer-oriented" version of the Thesis is being used essentially under the name \Chur h's
Thesis", f. Odifreddi [19℄, I.8. (pp. 101-122), Gandy [8℄, Kreisel [14℄. Consequently we think
that it is ompletely justi ed to investigate the question of under what assumptions these \inarnations" of the Thesis are valid and it is reasonable then to refer to these in arnations as
(variants of) Chur h's Thesis.
(3) We quote from the textbook of Odifreddi [19℄, p. 51: \Turing ma hines are theoreti al
devi es, but have been designed with an eye on physi al limitations". Hen e, if we are talking
about the Chur h{Turing Thesis (as is quite ustomary) then we annot agree with Pitowsky's
and others laim that the Thesis would be only about the purely mathemati al notion of algorithms and would have nothing to do with the limitations of idealized physi al omputers.
(A tually, Gandy [8℄ investigated in some detail the \idealized physi al omputer" aspe t of the
Chur h's Thesis.)
(4) The issue whether the Chur h{Turing Thesis is only about the pure mathemati al notion of an algorithm or whether it also on erns the theoreti al limitations of idealized, abstra t
omputing devi es (based on some physi al theory), has been dis ussed extensively in the literature of theoreti al omputer s ien e, logi and related elds. E.g. a spe ial issue of the Notre
Dame Journal of Formal Logi [18℄ is devoted to the subje t. We annot quote all the relevant
referen es here but many of them an be found in [19℄, I.8, s attered over pp. 101-123.
The general on lusion is that the Chur h{Turing Thesis is not one Thesis but a olle tion
of several Theses7 some of whi h deal with the purely mathemati al on ept of algorithms while
other (just as respe table) ones on ern (among others) the theoreti al limitations of idealized future omputing systems whi h subje t will be further elaborated in a more unambiguous manner
in Se tion 2 below.
(5) In [19℄, p. 103 one an read that in meta-mathemati s Chur h's Thesis is used to prove
\absolute unsolvability". To our minds this learly points in the dire tion we want to go; namely
if a problem is de idable by performing a thought-experiment ( onsistent, say, with the lassi al
general relativity) then the problem is not absolutely unsolvable (nevertheless it may remain unsolvable for various reasons like la k of resour es). We nished our remarks on erning Pitowsky's
obje tion.
The notion of \ omputable fun tion" splits up into at least three notions. These are
6 One

of the present authors (I.N.) knew Kalmar in person, and he remembers that it was the present variants
( f. Theses 2-4' below) of the Chur h{Turing Thesis Kalmar was most interested in.
7 f. e.g. [19℄ p. 123.

(i) omputability by a pure mathemati al algorithm (in the purely mathemati al sense);
(ii) omputability by some idealized, future omputing devi e based on some physi al theory
(like lassi al general relativity or quantum me hani s, et .);
(iii) omputability by some omputing devi e based on our present physi al world-view i.e.
taking into a ount all of our present day physi al, osmologi al, et . knowledge on the Universe
we are living in.
We would like to illustrate that distin tions between (i)-(iii) are reasonable and not trivial
by the following.
In onne tion with the distin tion between (i) and (ii) we note that if we want to de ne paperand-pen il- omputability done by a group of mathemati ians, the question omes up whether we
allow one of the mathemati ians to take an air trip during the ourse of their omputations (or
take a trip by a spa e-ship to a rotating bla k hole); if we say yes we need to sele t a physi al
theory to ontrol these motions.
Our intended, main distin tion between (ii) and (iii) above is that in (ii) physi al theories
are onsidered as sets of onsistent physi al laws without initial data in ontrast with (iii) where
parti ular initial data are also taken into a ount (and the most general known physi al theory
is used). Furthermore we emphasize that \sele tion of a parti ular physi al theory" in (ii) is
a eptable from s ien e-histori al viewpoint only, i.e. without taking into a ount the parti ular
development of physi al s ien es we have no reason to hoose a ertain physi al theory, we always
should use the whole present physi al world-view. Note also that by la k of \monotonity" of
the development of physi al theories, by sele ting a ertain theory, we have to fa e the fa t that
our statements within the framework of the hosen theory may not ontinue to hold in a more
general (future) theory8 .
We will all the ways of omputability listed in (i)-(iii) as omputability of the rst kind, et .,
respe tively. In the present work we want to show (among other things) that omputability of
the rst kind and se ond kind are not ne essarily equivalent9.
Further, we note that omputability of the third kind does not t smoothly with present day
omputability theory in the sense that most Turing- omputable fun tions are not omputable
of the third kind (e.g. by la k of enough time for a huge al ulation if the Universe has nitely
long future only). Hen e in the present work we do not want to dis uss omputability of the
8 E.g.

in lassi al ele trodynami s one dedu es that ele trons must emit ele tromagneti radiation while orbiting
around nu lei; this statement is not true in a more general theory, alled quantum me hani s.
9 In prin iple this non-equivalen e ould be atta ked by the approa h of the s hool of Pour-El et al [27℄ but here
we are \more ambitious" in the sense that we want to keep our omputers \programmable and logi oriented"
(i.e. \digital" as opposed to \analog") explained more learly in Se tion 3. We will show the non-equivalen e
by des ribing idealized future omputing devi es (e.g. in Proposition 1) whi h realize fun tions not Turing
omputable. We think omputability of the rst kind annot be too di erent from Turing omputability (and our
se ond kind omputable fun tions in Se tion 3 are rather far from being Turing omputable).

third kind, while we a knowledge that it is a potentially interesting subje t. We note that in our
opinion the most emphati ally used obsta le in [25℄ applies only to omputability of the third
kind, hen e it does not apply to the main subje t of this paper whi h is omputability of the
se ond kind. (We also note that the famous lassi al theorists of the eld e.g. Kalmar, Kreisler,
Turing, were more interested in omputability of the se ond kind than in the third kind, in our
opinion).
Our paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we will re all and dis uss the above mentioned
variants or in arnations of the Chur h{Turing Thesis ( alled Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses).
Then, in Se tion 3, we will raise the question whether within the framework of lassi al general
relativity theory some forms of the Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses admit a ounterexample. We
will nd that, very probably, su h a ounterexample is possible, at least in theory. Both in [4℄
and in [25℄ there are some obsta les to the possibility of su h kinds of ounterexamples. We will
look at these obsta les one by one in Se tion 4 and will argue that they an be avoided in the
ase of a ertain thought-experiment (i.e. a ertain \design of the idealized future omputing
devi e"). E.g. we will argue that the observer who will nd out the solution of an \unsolvable
problem"10 does not have to pay with his destru tion for a essing this pie e of knowledge.
The basi ideas elaborated in this paper have been around for a while. For example in the
a ademi year 1987/88 at the University of Iowa in Ames (USA) one of the present authors gave
a ourse in whi h these ideas were dis ussed11 , see also [1℄ [2℄; in 1990 Pitowsky in [25℄ onsidered
su h ideas in a slightly more pessimisti spirit, and in 1995 Earman in [4℄ examined su h ideas
under the name of onstru tibility or possibility of Plato ma hines ([4℄ pp. 101-123). However,
the emphasis in Earman's book and other works like [5℄, [6℄ and [7℄ is more on \supertasks" rather
than on the Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses. Other related work we mention is Grunbaum's [9℄.
This list of referen es is far from being omplete, e.g. we should have mentioned the important
paper of Hogarth [12℄ whi h will be essential in our onsiderations. Hamkins and Lewis [10℄
is a re ent paper in this dire tion. In view of the above, the purposes of the present paper
are the following: (i) put the emphasis on the Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses (instead of e.g.
supertasks) in a thorough, systemati way; (ii) formulate exa tly whi h versions of the Chur h{
Kalmar{Turing Theses we want to investigate (and what do they mean); (iii) formulate arefully
what we understand under a ounterexample for these variants; (iv) see if the apparent obsta les
e.g. listed in earlier works an be avoided (at least in theory).
10 For

instan e the onsisten y of ZFC set theory an be su h a problem.
State University, Department of Mathemati s. Ph. D. ourse during the a ademi year 1987/88.
Subje t: "On logi , relativity, and the limitations of human knowledge." Le turer: I. Nemeti.
11 Iowa

2 The Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses
In this se tion we formulate some variants of the Chur h{Turing Thesis based on the hierar hy
of de nable fun tions f : N ! N . We follow notation and de nitions of [19℄. Thesis 1 below
is only the rst approximation of the Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses we want to investigate;
therefore beyond Thesis 1 we will use more unambiguous, more arefully spe i ed, more tangible formulations-variants of the Theses. These will be Thesis 2-2' and 3 (Theses 4-4' are for
ompleteness only).
Let X be a nite set and denote by X  the set of nite sequen es over X . For sake of
onvenien e we hoose X := f0; 1g.
De nition 1. We all a fun tion f : X  ! X  Turing- omputable if there is a Turing
ma hine whi h realizes f . 3
For the de nition of a Turing ma hine, see De nition I.4.1 while the realization of a fun tion by
a Turing ma hine is formulated in De nition I.4.2 of [19℄.
As it is well-known, the set of natural numbers, N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g, an be represented as X  i.e.
there is a bije tion N = X  whi h is e e tively omputable in the intuitive sense. Consequently
the notion of a Turing- omputable number-theoreti fun tion f : N ! N is well-de ned i.e.
Turing- omputability of these fun tions is independent of the representation of N as an X  12.
Introdu ing the notation
N k := N|  :{z
: :  N}
for k 2 N + ;
k

where N + = f1; 2; : : :g denotes the set of positive integers, we an see that N k an also be
regarded as a subset of Y  where Y ontains some extra element in omparison with X , for
example Y := f0; 1; g = X [ f g. As an example, 101 11 2 Y  orresponds to the pair
(5; 3) 2 N 2 in this notation. In this way we an talk about the Turing- omputability of a
fun tion f : N k ! N m for ea h k; m 2 N + .
De nition 2. A subset R  N m is alled an (m-ary) relation.
(i) A relation R  N m is alled de idable if its hara teristi fun tion R : N m ! f0; 1g, given
by

1 if (x1; : : : ; xm ) 2 R
R (x1 ; : : : ; xm ) :=
0 if (x1; : : : ; xm ) 2= R,
12 We ould introdu e the notion of a re ursive fun tion f : N ! N as well (see the various de nitions in
Chapter I of [19℄). But a ording to a theorem of Turing (e.g. Theorem I.4.3 of [19℄) a fun tion f : N ! N is

Turing- omputable if and only if it is re ursive, hen e we will use the term \Turing- omputable" systemati ally
throughout this paper.

is Turing- omputable;
(ii) A relation R  N m is alled re ursively enumerable if there is a Turing- omputable
fun tion fR : N ! N m su h that imfR = R where in general
im f := f(y1; : : : ; ym) j 9 x f (x) = (y1; : : : ; ym)g
is the image of a fun tion f : N ! N m . 3
In this way we have de ned de idable and re ursively enumerable m-ary relations for all m 2 N + .
Next we introdu e a natural hierar hy from the omputability viewpoint on the set of relations.
De nition 3. Let R  N m be a relation.
(i) We say that the relation R  N m is a 1 -relation i.e. R 2 1 if R is re ursively enumerable;
(ii) We say that the relation R  N m is a 1 -relation i.e. R 2 1 if R 2 1 . Here R := N m n R
is the omplement of R with respe t to N m ;
(iii) In general, we say that a relation R  N m is a n -relation i.e. R 2 n (n 2 N ; n  2) if
there is a k 2 N and a n 1-relation S  N m+k su h that
R = f(x1 ; : : : ; xm )j 9 (xm+1 ; : : : ; xm+k ) 2 N k ; (x1 ; : : : ; xm+k ) 2 S g:
(iv) In general, we say that a relation R  N m is a n-relation i.e. R 2 n if R 2 n. 3
We will use n also as the set of all n-relations, and similarly for n. Thus e.g. R 2 2 n(1 [1 )
means that R 2 2 but R 2= 1 and R 2= 1, i.e. R 2 2 and neither R nor its omplement is
re ursively enumerable.
Noti e that every fun tion f : N k ! N m may be onsidered as a relation
Rf := f(x1 ; : : : ; xk ; y1; : : : ; ym ) j f (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) = (y1 ; : : : ; ym )g  N m+k :
Rf is alled the graph of f . We will say that a fun tion f : N k ! N m is a n -fun tion (resp.
n-fun tion) if and only if its graph Rf is a n- (resp. n -) relation.
By keeping in mind the de nition of Turing ma hines, one an easily show the following (see
e.g. [19℄):
(i) A fun tion f is Turing- omputable if and only if its graph Rf is re ursively enumerable,
i.e. if Rf 2 1 .
(ii) A relation R is de idable if and only if both R and its omplement are re ursively enumerable, i.e. if and only if R 2 1 \ 1.

Thus, R 2 1 n 1 means that R is re ursively enumerable but R is not de idable. As an example,
one may onsider the relation De de ned by a Diophantine equation e(x; y; a) as follows
De := f(x; y ) j 9 a e(x; y; a)g  N 2
whi h is learly 1 but not ne essarily 1 i.e. it is not ne essarily de idable although re ursively
enumerable. Indeed, there are hoi es of the equation e(x; y; a) for whi h De is unde idable.
One an see that there are relations in 2 whi h are not re ursively enumerable be ause of
using existential quanti ations in their de nitions. In general, there are n-relations whi h are
not n 1-relations, and, intuitively, the n -relations are \harder to ompute" than the n 1relations. The sets n , n measure the degree of non- omputability of a relation by means of
Turing ma hines i.e. algorithms. For details see Chapter IV of [19℄.
The hierar hy 1 ; 1; : : : ; n; n; : : : (n 2 N + ) is alled arithmeti al hierar hy. It provides
us subsets R  N m whi h are further and further away from being omputable. Beyond the
arithmeti al hierar hy omes the so- alled analyti al hierar hy. We note that the rst order logi
theory T h(hN ; +; i) of arithmeti s is at the bottom of the analyti al hierar hy.
At this point one may raise the question if there is a hypotheti al extended Turing ma hine
su h that all the elements of 1 would be ome de idable by this ma hine. Su h an extended Turing ma hine should possess only one extra property ompared to the ordinary Turing ma hines.
Indeed, it should be able to answer the following question in nite time: does a given ordinary
Turing ma hine stop with a given input y or not? Su h an extended Turing ma hine ertainly
exists as an abstra t mathemati al obje t but it may or may not be realized physi ally.
It is possible to show that, by using this one extra ability, all elements of 1 be ome deidable (in the extended sense) while elements of 2 would be ome re ursively enumerable (in
the extended sense). This means that, by using these extended Turing ma hines, every relation
would be ome \less non- omputable with one unit".
The on ept of a Turing ma hine is an extra tion, idealization or an abstra t formulation
of our experien e with physi al omputers. By a physi al omputer (in the narrow sense) we
mean a dis rete physi al system together with a physi al theory for its behaviour (see [19℄, p.
104). Hen e one may ask if the above mentioned extended Turing ma hine an be realized as a
physi al omputer. We will say that a fun tion f : N k ! N m is e e tively omputable if there
is a physi al omputer realizing it. Here by \realization by a physi al omputer"we mean the
following.
Let P be a physi al omputer, and f : N k ! N m a (mathemati al) fun tion. Then we say
that P realizes f if an imaginary observer O an do the following with P . Assume O re eives an
arbitrary element (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) 2 N k from, say, his \opponent". Then O an \start" the omputer
P with (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) as an input and then sometime later (a ording to O's internal lo k) O
\re eives" data (y1; : : : ; ym) 2 N m from P as an output su h that (y1; : : : ; ym) oin ides with the

value f (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) of the fun tion f at input (x1 ; : : : ; xk ). The reason why we wrote \start" and
\re eives" in quotation marks is that we do not want to spe ify how O an start P et ., these
an be spe i ed by the designer of the omputer P . The essential idea is that O an use P as a
devi e for omputing f . The diÆ ulty whi h we have to ir umnavigate (when de ning what we
mean by saying \P realizes f ") is that f is an in nite obje t. The solution is that we postulate
that for any permitted hoi e of the input data (x1; : : : ; xk ), omputer P will produ e an output
(y1; : : : ; ym) and in addition, this output will oin ide with f (x1 ; : : : ; xk ). We emphasize that this
de nition does not require repeated a tivations of P , instead it says that whatever inputvalue
(x1 ; : : : ; xk ) we would hoose, P will produ e an output oin iding with f (x1 ; : : : ; xk ).
In this ontext we may quote the original form of the Chur h{Turing Thesis ([19℄ p. 102):
Thesis 1 (Chur h{Turing). Every e e tively omputable fun tion f : N k ! N m gives rise to
a relation Rf 2 1 i.e. every e e tively omputable fun tion is Turing- omputable.
In light of Thesis 1 above, our extended Turing ma hines annot be regarded as physi al omputers in the narrow sense, sin e they are able to realize elements of 2 .
By using ideas of Laszlo Kalmar, let us try to formulate a more tangible (and somewhat
stronger) version of the above Thesis. Of the many roles Turing ma hines play in s ienti
thinking, let us on entrate on the following one. Turing ma hines provide idealized, abstra t
\approximation" of arti ial omputing systems13 . The next version of the Thesis will say that
arbitrary future arti ial omputing systems will realize only su h fun tions f : N k ! N m whi h
are Turing- omputable (i.e. re ursive). To make the meaning of the next version of the Thesis
lear, we ask ourselves what arti ial omputing systems are. The answer is the following.
Any su h system presupposes that we x a physi al theory (whi h is onsistent with our
present day knowledge) and on the basis of this theory we design an arti ial system whi h is
apable to asso iate natural numbers to natural numbers in some well-de ned way. (Here wellde ned means that, in terms of the hosen physi al theory, it is learly explained how to give an
\input" to this system and how to interpret whether it gave an \output" and what this output
is.)
But what is an arti ial system? Does it have to t into a box, for example? If yes, what are
the limits of the size of the box? (What happens if the system uses a futuristi version of, say,
Internet? What if this net grows during the ourse of omputation in question?) If we do not
want to be \short-sighted" we should not suppose that the system ts into a box (or anything
like that).
In view of the above onsiderations, for the purposes of the present paper, we propose to
identify an arti ial omputing system G with what we all here a thought-experiment14. The
13 Here

one an think of a \futuristi " notion of omputer.
a physi al theory is xed. Then by a thought-experiment relative to the xed physi al theory we mean

14 Assume

de nition of when we say that a mathemati al fun tion f is realized by a xed arti ial omputing
system G (or thought experiment) follows the same pattern as we de ned earlier the on ept of
when a physi al omputer (in the narrow sense) realizes fun tion f . Therefore we do not repeat
that de nition.
De nition 4. We regard the above onsiderations as the de nition of when a mathemati al
fun tion f : N k ! N m is realized by an arti ial omputing system G. 3
We would like to larify a bit the sense in whi h we use the expression \thought-experiment"
in De nition 4 above. If G is a thought-experiment (i.e. arti ial omputing system), then there
is a xed physi al theory T h asso iated to G su h that using theory T h one an spe ify pre isely
how the thought experiment G should be arried out. If using T h together with the spe i ation
of G someone an prove that G realizes f , then we on lude that indeed G realizes f . We note
that this does not mean that using T h and the spe i ation of G we ould ompute with pen il
and paper what the answer of G will be to a ertain input, say 3. We only know that G(3) = f (3)
holds15.
Trivially, the lass of arti ial omputing systems, de ned in this way, in ludes the lass of
physi al omputers (in the narrow sense) used to formulate Thesis 1 ( f. [19℄ p. 104). Moreover,
the question naturally arises whether extended Turing ma hines introdu ed above exist in the
lass of arti ial omputing systems or not? Noti e also that a fun tion f whi h is realizable by
an arti ial omputing system is omputable of the se ond kind a ording to the terminology
developed in Se tion 1.
Now we are ready to formulate a sharper version of Thesis 1.
Thesis 2 (Chur h{Kalmar{Turing). Every fun tion f : N k ! N m realizable by an arti ial
omputing system gives rise to a relation Rf 2 1 i.e. every fun tion realizable by an arti ial
omputing system is Turing- omputable.
Or, trivially re-formulated, we an state:
Thesis 2' (Chur h{Kalmar{Turing). Every fun tion f : N k ! N m realizable by a thoughtexperiment gives rise to a relation Rf 2 1 i.e. every fun tion realizable by a thought-experiment
is Turing- omputable.

a theoreti ally possible experiment, i.e. an experiment whi h an be arefully designed, spe i ed, et . a ording
to the rules of the physi al theory but for the a tual realization of it we might not have the ne essary sour es,
te hni al level, enough time, et .
To illustrate the idea: if the physi al theory in question is lassi al me hani s then we onje ture that there
are no thought-experiments whi h would realize a fun tion f whi h is not Turing- omputable.
15 On the other hand, if in a \universe" U , the theory T h was true and someone had the resour es for arrying
the thought-experiment through, then at the end he would nd out the value of f for any given prespe i ed input.

Clearly, all versions of the Thesis (i.e. 1-2') presuppose some physi al theory as a ba kground.
We will argue that the truth of Theses 2-2' an a tually depend on the hoi e of our ba kground
physi al theory.
A kind of orollary of the Thesis taken together with Godel's Se ond In ompleteness Theorem
is the following.
Thesis 3. Assume ZFC set theory is onsistent. Then, ne essarily, Humankind, or its
Su essors, an never prove or be ome ertain that this is so.

The above form is a kind of ommon meta-mathemati al interpretation of Godel's Se ond Inompleteness Theorem. We will argue that the refutability (or provability) of Thesis 3 an also
depend on the hoi e of our ba kground physi al theory.
For ompleteness, below we will formulate a further version of the Thesis whi h goes o in a
di erent angle alled sometimes \limitations of human knowledge". This will be Thesis 4-4'. We
may formulate Thesis 4 as follows. If we suppose that the \input-output aspe t" of ea h single
human problem solving a tivity is nothing but a nite answer to a nite question formulated in
a language xed in advan e, then one may de lare:
Thesis 4 (Chur h{Des artes{Turing). Every mental a tivity of human beings realizes Turingomputable fun tions.
This idea an be tra ed ba k to Des artes. If we a ept psy hologi al materialism in the form
that every mental produ t of a human being is ompletely determined by his brain the above
Thesis an be re-formulated as
Thesis 4' (Chur h{Des artes{Turing). The human brain realizes Turing- omputable fun tions.
We in luded Theses 4-4' only for ompleteness, in our investigations we will on entrate on
Theses 2-3. Our reason for formulating so many versions of the Thesis is that for ea h one of
Theses 2-3 we will argue that they admit ounterexamples if we work in lassi al general relativity
theory16 . So, if the reader is interested in any one of Theses 2-3 then he an read the rest of this
paper with that version of the Thesis in mind. For de niteness, we will always formulate our
statements to atta k Thesis 3.
In the following se tion we try to onstru t an arti ial omputing system based on the
16 For

most of these versions our main point is not so mu h refuting the Thesis but instead is showing that
the Thesis is not independent of the ba kground physi al theory. Our main message is that the theories of omputability and meta-mathemati s an be better developed if we take into a ount the urrent state of theoreti al
physi s. To be more blunt: we would like to show that it is not \healthy" to regard and develop these theories
as being ompletely disjoint and isolated from theoreti al physi s. In other words what we are arguing for is the
\unity of s ien e".

ordinary theory of Turing ma hines and lassi al general relativity whi h is supposed to be
able to realize non-Turing- omputable i.e. non-re ursive fun tions. These ma hines are also
ounterexamples for versions 2-3 of the Chur h{Kalmar{Turing Theses formulated above. The
basi idea is essentially the same as that of Malament, Hogarth [12℄ and Pitowsky [25℄; it is
summarized by Earman (see Chapter 4 of [4℄). Moreover we will see that, our thought-experiment,
whi h is a modi ed version of the one onstru ted in [4℄, is free of the problems listed by Earman
and Pitowsky.
It would be interesting to see whi h level of the arithmeti al hierar hy an be made \ omputable" by using lassi al general relativity theory; and what is the \pri e" of going further up
in the hierar hy. That is, what extra assumptions do we need to make (if any) if we want to make
a higher level of the hierar hy to be ome \ omputable". The omplexity lasses in the analyti al
hierar hy are denoted by kn and kn (k; n 2 N ). For any of these fun tions the question whether
it an be made \ omputable" admits a pre ise, unambiguous formulation be ause all these fun tions (in kn et .) are de nable in the language of set theory (and even in the higher-order logi
language of arithmeti s hN ; 0; 1; +; i). So, one an write up the arithmeti al de nition of the
fun tion f and one an ask if there is a thought-experiment realizing pre isely this fun tion.
We note, however, that non- omputable fun tions ne essarily remain even if one uses relativisti (or other) powerful phenomena to ompute more and more ompli ated fun tions. The
reason for this is a simple ardinality argument: any thought-experiment an be expressed as a
nite sequen e of (English) senten es, therefore there are ountably many thought-experiments
only. It follows, that only ountably many fun tions an be realized by a thought-experiment.
On the other hand, the ardinality of N ! N type fun tions is the ontinuum. Therefore, there
must exist a fun tion, whi h annot be realized by a thought-experiment.
3 Computers in the Kerr spa e-time
In this se tion we will follow the notation and terminology of [4℄ (see also [11℄, [28℄). By a spa etime we mean a pair (M; g) where M is a smooth, oriented and time-oriented four-manifold while
g is a smooth Lorentzian metri on M whi h is a solution to the Einstein's equations with respe t
to a physi ally reasonable matter eld represented by a smooth stress-energy tensor T on M (i.e.
T satis es one of the standard energy onditions). For the notions on erning general relativity
we refer to [11℄,[28℄. The length of an at least on e ontinuously di erentiable time-like urve
: R ! M is the integral
Z

k k= d =

Z p
R

g (_ ( );

_ ( )) d:

As usual, we interpret a future-dire ted, time-like, at least on e ontinuously di erentiable urve
: R ! M as a \world-line" of an observer moving in (M; g), i.e. im  M is the olle tion of
those events in M whi h the observer meets throughout its existen e. Moreover k k, the length
of the world-line, is thought of as the proper time measured by the observer from its beginning
of existen e to its end. This an be nite or in nite depending on the urve and the geometri al
stru ture of the spa e-time hara terized by the metri g. Now we introdu e an important lass
of spa e-times related with our subje t. Consider a point (event) q 2 M . The set of all points
J (q ) := fx 2 M j there is a future-dire ted non-spa e-like ontinuous urve joining x with qg
is alled the ausal past of the event q (the ausal future is de ned similarly). Intuitively, J (q)
onsists of those events x 2 M from whi h one an \travel" to q without ex eeding lo ally the
speed of light i.e. by an \allowed" motion.
De nition 5. A spa e-time (M; g ) is alled a Malament{Hogarth spa e-time if there is a
future-dire ted time-like half- urve P : R + ! M su h that k P k = 1 and there is a point
p 2 M satisfying im P  J (p). The event p 2 M is alled a Malament{Hogarth event. 3
Note that if (M; g) is a Malament{Hogarth spa e-time, then there is a future-dire ted time-like
urve O : [a; b℄ ! M from a point q 2 J (p) to p satisfying k O k < 1. The point q 2 M an
be hosen to lie in the ausal future of the past endpoint of P . Below we will dis uss if su h
spa e-times are physi ally reasonable or not.
Consider a Turing ma hine realized by a physi al omputer P moving along the urve P of
in nite proper time. Hen e the physi al omputer (identi ed with P ) an perform arbitrarily
long al ulations. Being (M; g) a Malament{Hogarth spa e-time, there is an observer following
the urve O (hen e denoted by O ) of nite proper time su h that he tou hes the Malament{
Hogarth event p 2 M in nite proper time. But by de nition im P  J (p) hen e in p he
an re eive the answer for a yes or no question as the result of an arbitrarily long al ulation
arried out by the physi al omputer P sin e it an send a light beam to O at arbitrarily late
proper time. Clearly the pair ( P ; O ) is an arti ial omputing system G with respe t to lassi al
general relativity theory sin e it is a orre t thought-experiment within the framework of this
theory. Hen e G := ( P ; O ) arries out a omputation of the se ond kind. In this moment, it is
not lear what kind of spa e-time M is and what time-like urves P and O are. For instan e,
it is possible that the a eleration along one urve is unbounded making the idea physi ally
unreasonable [25℄. A very on rete, physi ally reasonable realization of this devi e in the ase of
the Kerr spa e-time will be explained soon.
Imagine the following situation, as an example. P is asked to he k all theorems of our
usual set theory (ZFC) in order to he k onsisten y of mathemati s. This task an be arried
out by P sin e its world line has in nite proper time. If P nds a ontradi tion, it an send

a message (for example a light beam) to O . Hen e if O re eives a signal from P before the
Malament{Hogarth event p he an be sure that ZFC set theory is not onsistent. On the other
hand, if O does not re eive a signal before p then, after p, O an on lude that ZFC set theory
is onsistent. Note that O having nite proper time between the events O (a) = q (starting with
the experiment) and O (b) = p (tou hing the Malament{Hogarth event), he an be sure about
the onsisten y of ZFC set theory in nite (possibly very short) time. This ontradi ts Thesis 3
above.
At this point we may ask if Malament{Hogarth spa e-times are reasonable physi ally or not.
Most examples are very arti ial but it is quite surprising that among these spa e-times one an
re ognize the anti-de Sitter spa e-time, whi h is a solution to the va uum Einstein's equations
with negative osmologi al onstant and is in the fo us of re ent investigations in theoreti al
physi s; the Reissner{Nordstrom spa e-time des ribing a spheri ally symmetri bla k hole of
small ele tri harge and the Kerr{Newman spa e-time representing a slowly rotating bla k hole
of small ele tri harge. For a des ription of these spa e-times see [11℄ as a standard referen e.
In what follows we are going to fo us our attention to the Kerr spa e-time be ause in light of the
elebrated bla k hole uniqueness theorem (see [11℄, or for an overview [28℄ while a short new proof
was presented by Mazur [15℄) this spa e-time is the only andidate for the late-time evolution
of a ollapsed rotating star. Hen e existen e of Kerr bla k holes in the Universe is physi ally
very reasonable even in our neighbourhood. For instan e, a andidate for su h a bla k hole is
the supermassive ompa t obje t in the enter of the Milky Way; this question an be de ided
in the next few de ades [16℄. In this ontext it is remarkable that this spa e-time possesses the
Malament{Hogarth property.
Now we would like to onstru t the arti ial omputing system G = ( P ; O ) as a orre t
thought-experiment in the ase of the va uum Kerr spa e-time (M; g). This means that we have
to des ribe the time-like urves O and P around a slowly rotating bla k hole of zero ele tri
harge. To do this, we will follow [20℄. Using Boyer{Lindquist oordinates (t; r; #; '), the Kerr
metri g with parameters m > 0 (mass) and a (angular momentum per unit mass) lo ally takes
the shape (see [11℄[20℄[28℄)
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2
mra sin2 #
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ds = 1  dt
sin2 #d'2
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where (r; #) = r2 + a2 os2 # and (r) = r2 2mr + a2 . We hoose the underlying manifold M to
be a smooth four-manifold whi h an arry the maximal analyti al extension of the metri 17. This
metri possesses two Killing elds, namely =t and =' orresponding to time-translations
and rotations around the \axis" of the bla k hole, respe tively. The singularity is given by the
equation (r; #) = 0 and has ring-shape while the event horizons are hara terized by the real
17 This

determines the range of the values of t; r; #; ', see [11℄[20℄.

roots r to the equation (r) = 0:

p
= m  m2 a2:
Note that this equation has real roots only if jaj  m, i.e. in the ase of \slowly rotating" bla k
holes. We restri t ourself to the non-extremal ase jaj < m.
Assume a future-dire ted time-like geodesi : R + ! M is given, des ribing the free motion
of a point-like parti le of unit mass. In the above oordinate system this urve lo ally is given by
the four fun tions ( ) = (t( ); r( ); #( ); '( )) satisfying the well-known se ond order geodesi
equations. We an identify su h a urve uniquely by xing the initial position and velo ity
( (0); _ (0)) where dot means di erentiation with respe t to the aÆne parameter  2 R + . However, if (0) is not on the axis of the bla k hole, then by Lemma 4.2.5 of [20℄ we an use the data
( (0); sgn r_(0); sgn #_ (0); q; E; L; Q) to x the geodesi as well18. The quantities (q; E; L; Q) are
the \ rst integrals" of the geodesi motion, i.e. these quantities are onstant along the geodesi
urve. Here q := g(_ ; _ ) is equal to 1 sin e is time-like and the point parti le is of unit
mass. E := g(_ ; =t) is the total energy of the parti le measured by a distant observer,
L := g (_ ; =') is the angular momentum of the parti le with respe t to the \axis" of the bla k
hole given by points satisfying # = 0; . The onstant Q is alled the Carter- onstant and is
hara terized by the system of ordinary di erential equations (see Se tion 4.2 of [20℄)
4 (r; #)_r2 = (r)(r2 + Q + (L aE )2 ) + (r2 + a2 )E aL;
4 (r #)#_ 2 = Q + (L aE )2 a2 os2 # sinL2 # aE:
A remarkable observation of Carter shows that Q is onstant along a Kerr-geodesi (see Theorem
4.2.2 of [20℄) and hara terizes Kerr-geodesi s in a simple way whether they hit or not the ring
singularity.
First, we onsider the freely falling observer O : [0;  ℄ ! M . Choose a parti ular point
q 2 M somewhere \outside" the bla k hole, not lying on the axis and let O (0) := q . Let
sgn r_O (0) = 1, while sgn #_ O (0) = 1 arbitrary and take 0 < EO , jLO j < 2mEO r+=a. These
data provide for a (parti le-like) observer moving along O to enter the Kerr bla k hole, i.e. to
ross the outer event horizon. Moreover, if we take QO 6= 0 then by Corollary 4.5.1 of [20℄ O
does not hit the singularity  = 0 of the bla k hole. Furthermore, if we x EO2  1 then the
passenger has enough energy to es ape some in nite, asymptoti ally at region of M again (see
Proposition 4.8.1 of [20℄) parti ularly he rosses the inner horizon as well. Finally, if we hoose
the angular momentum LO of the geodesi O arefully, namely
2mEO r < L < 2mEO r+
r

18 Here

sgn is the sign of a real number.

a
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a

(in parti ular this gives 0 < LO , showing O annot be an axial geodesi sin e in that ase
L = 0), then O hits the inner horizon in a Malament{Hogarth event (see Fig. 4.19 of [20℄). It
is worth mentioning at this point that su h an orbit does not exist for non-rotating (a = 0) i.e.
S hwarzs hild bla k holes. The above type of geodesi s are alled \time-like long yby orbits of
type B" and are examined on pp. 245{247 of [20℄. The Malament{Hogarth event is hara terized
by the equation rO ( ) = r . Clearly,  is nite sin e O rea hes the inner horizon under the
above onditions, hen e
k Ok =

Z p
0

g (_ O ( );

Z

_ O ( )) d = d = 
0

< 1:

The ase of the physi al omputer is very simple. We may assume the initial data are
(0)
= O (0) = q (the observer O and the omputer P start from the same point) and take
P
+
orresponding to a stable ir ular orbit in the equatorial plane
P : R ! M to be a geodesi
of the Kerr bla k hole. This implies sgn r_P (0) = 0, sgn #_ P (0) = 0, QP = 0 and EP > 0, EP2 < 1.
We an al ulate the radius of the ir ular orbit of P by Lemma 4.14.9 while the orresponding
angular momentum LP an be determined via Corollary 4.14.8 of [20℄ (the on rete values are
not interesting for us in this moment). Trivially, k P k = 1.
This arrangement shows that, sin e both P and O move along geodesi s, their a eleration
is onstantly zero, i.e. remains bounded throughout their existen e. A three-dimensional pi ture
of the ma hine is shown on Figure 1.
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Malament-Hogarth
Event

Singularity

Orbiting
Computer
Inner Horizon

The three-dimensional pi ture of the devi e G = ( P ; O).
It is worth presenting a four-dimensional spa e-time diagram of G = ( P ; O ) as well. Su h
diagrams are alled Penrose diagrams and show the whole development of the system.
Figure 1.
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The Penrose diagram pi ture of the devi e G = ( P ; O ).
We an see that in the ase of Kerr spa e-time the Malament{Hogarth event appears for O
when he tou hes the inner horizon of the Kerr bla k hole (in a nite proper time, of ourse). As
it is well known [11℄[28℄ the inner horizon of the Kerr bla k hole is a Cau hy horizon for outer
observers showing that this spa e-time fails to be globally hyperboli . Later we will see that
this is a general property of Malament{Hogarth spa e-times. Although after rossing the inner
horizon the predi tability of the fate of O breaks down, it seems he an avoid the en ounter
with the nal destroying singularity in the stoma h of the Kerr bla k hole as a onsequen e of
the ring-like shape of the singularity.
Now that the Kerr-orbits of the falling traveler O and the orbiting omputer P are determined, let us turn our attention to the ommuni ation between them by xing a simple oding
system. For sake of de niteness, assume we want to atta k Thesis 3. Consequently we have to
derive all the theorems 1; 2; : : : of ZFC set theory and he k if there exists a theorem, say i,
whi h oin ides with the formula FALSE or equivalently with x 6= x. Then O and P hoose a
Turing ma hine T whi h enumerates all the theorems of ZFC. In this way T realizes a fun tion
fT : N ! fFormulas of ZFCg su h that imfT is exa tly the set of theorems in ZFC (it is easy to
nd su h a T ). Now, O and P agree on using the same hoi e of T . Then O departs for the
Kerr bla k hole (taking a opy of T with him) while P keeps on exe uting the following simple
algorithm.
A. i := 0
B. Derive theorem fT (i) from ZFC set theory
C. Che k if fT (i) = FALSE
D. If yes, send a signal to O
E. If no, let i := i + 1 and go to B
Suppose that ZFC is in onsistent. Then P will nd the rst i 2 N for whi h fT (i) =FALSE.
Suppose the proper time needed for P to nd this i was Pi (the experiment started at O =
Figure 2.

= 0). Let us mention that for anyone who has a opy of T and knows the speed of P 's
implementation of T , the number i is omputable from Pi .
Sin e P knows when it is sending the signal and it knows O 's plans, P an ompute how
mu h time O will have for re eiving the oded signal and an also ompute the expe table
blueshift of the signal (see Se tion 4). So P an make ompensations for these e e ts (to the
extent theoreti ally possible).
Now, P sends o a signal. O re eives it before the Malament{Hogarth event p and measures
the time Oi (a ording to his own lo k) when the signal arrived (we will return soon to the
question of measurement of this signal). By knowing the time Oi and by using general relativity
theory, O an ompute the time Pi hen e the number i. Then O omputes fT (i) and he ks if
it is the formula FALSE. If yes, he knows that ZFC is in onsistent. If not, then O re eived a
fake signal19.
To keep the number of possible fake signals at minimum, we may assume that P will not
send a simple light beam only but uses some modulation or oding (some Morse-type sequen e of
\long" and \short" impulses, for instan e) to make its signal mu h more unique. We emphasize
that this modulation, or oding is also xed on e and for all in advan e between O and P .
If O does re eive a signal before the Malament{Hogarth event, then he he ks if the relevant
theorems in ZFC are onsistent or not. If no, then O on ludes that what he re eived was a
fake signal.
If he did not re eive any other signal by p, then he on ludes that ZFC is onsistent. If he
re eived the prearranged oded signal at some di erent time, say O0 , too, then he goes through
the above he king pro edure for de iding whether this se ond signal is fake or not. We assume
that O and P agree on a suÆ iently ompli ated and long ode to minimize the han e for fake
signals. Further, by the nature of the possible origin (or ause) of a fake signal and by taking into
a ount that on O 's lo k only nite time goes by between O 's departure and his arrival at the
Malament{Hogarth event p, we an expe t that O will re eive only nitely many fake signals
(before rea hing p, of ourse). Consequently O has to he k only a nite number of signals and
after that he will know whether or not ZFC is onsistent.
Let us brie y return to the possible impre ision of O 's measuring Oi . Suppose O knows only
that the signal arrived between Oi and Oi + "O (with Oi + "O being before the Malament{Hogarth
event). Then he will al ulate that it was sent between Pi and Pi + "P . But only nitely many
theorems were he ked by P within this interval, onsequently O an orrigate this un ertainty
with nite al ulations only (i.e. by he king the falsity of nitely many theorems from ZFC
only).

P

19 As

O approa hes the Malament{Hogarth event whi h lies on the inner horizon of the Kerr bla k hole i.e. on
a Cau hy horizon of the Kerr spa e-time, it is more and more diÆ ult to de ide whether a light beam ame from
P or a possible past singularity, see [4℄, p. 118. Consequently re eiving fake signals annot be a priori ex luded.

Hen e, by assuming the ability of time measurement of arbitrary a ura y (whi h is always
possible in lassi al physi s, but see remarks in Se tion 4), the arrangement G provides a thoughtexperiment, onsistent with lassi al general relativity, ontradi ting Thesis 3. Having designed
an arti ial omputing system whi h he ks onsisten y of ZFC, we now turn to seeing what
other jobs an be done with similar arti ial omputing systems. Let us return in general to
Theses 2-3 formulated in Se tion 2. As we said in that se tion, rst we have to assume a physi al
theory. Let this theory be the lassi al general relativity. Next, let us suppose that the observer
O wants to de ide a 1 -set of N whi h is not 1 i.e. re ursively enumerable but non-de idable.
The above onsiderations an be used by O for designing a thought-experiment that is, an
arti ial omputing system G = ( P ; O ) whi h will help him to de ide su h a set.
De nition 6. Let R  N m be a relation. We say that an arti ial omputing system (or
thought-experiment) G de ides R if and only if G realizes the hara teristi fun tion R : N m !
f0; 1g. 3
From now on, we will all G = ( O ; P ) a relativisti omputer, indi ating that this is a spe ial
arti ial omputing system i.e. thought-experiment. Now we are in a position to state:
Proposition 1. (i) Let R 2 1 be a relation with possibly R 62 1 i.e. re ursively enumerable
but possibly non-de idable. Then there is a relativisti omputer G = ( P ; O ) whi h de ides R.
(ii) There exist in nitely many relations R 2 1 n 1 . Hen e there are in nitely many Turingunde idable relations whi h are de idable by some G = ( P ; O ) as in (i) above.
Proof. (ii) This is well known ( .f. [19℄). An example is if we take R to be the set of valid
theorems of rst-order logi .
(i) Let R 2 1 . Then R is re ursively enumerable i.e. there is a Turing ma hine T whi h
enumerates R. (In other words, T realizes a surje tive fun tion fT : N ! R with imfT = R.)
Now, we design the relativisti omputer G whi h, we laim, an de ide R. To test this
laim, the \opponent" hooses a random element (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) 2 N k and gives it to G for de iding
whether or not (x1 ; : : : xk ) 2 R. In the initial state of their omputation, O and P are sitting
together, making plans about how to de ide this question. P re eives the task of using T
to enumerate the elements of R and he king whether (x1; : : : ; xk ) 2 N k shows up during this
enumeration. That is, P exe utes the program
A. i := 0
B. If fT (i) = (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) then send a signal to O and go to D
C. i := i + 1 and go to B
D. Make sure that the signal for O is adequately oded, prepared et .
Make other planned a tions to ensure that O re eives the signal. STOP
The rest of the preparations P and O make are exa tly the same as was the ase of the relativisti

omputer G des ribed above Proposition 1 for refuting Thesis 3. (So here again they rely on
pre ise measurment of time to rule out fake signals, and again O takes the Turing ma hine T
with him su h that he an ompute fT (i) for any xed i).
After the Malament{Hogarth event p, O will be able to de ide whether the input (x1; : : : ; xk )
re eived from the \opponent" is in R be ause if he re eived a signal (before p) and he (su essfully) he ked the signal for orre tness in the above outlined way, then he knows (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) 2 R.
Otherwise he knows (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) 2= R. We nished the proof. 3
Corollary 1. There are in nitely many fun tions f : N ! N su h that
(i) f is realized by a relativisti omputer G = ( P ; O );
(ii) f is non-Turing omputable.
Proof. Let R 2 1 n 1 . It is known that there are in nitely many su h sets, f. e.g. [19℄.
Let f := R be the hara teristi fun tion of R. Then f : N ! f0; 1g is non-Turing omputable
be ause R is unde idable by R 2= 1. Let G := ( P ; O ) be the relativisti omputer de iding R.
This exists by Proposition 1. Let G0 be the same but instead of \yes" or \no" let it give as an
output 1 or 0. Then G0 realizes f . 3
Below we will prove stronger theorems. By Proposition 1, relativisti omputers an de ide any
unde idable but re ursively enumerable relations R 2 1 n 1. It is natural to ask whether
harder sets of natural numbers be ome de idable if we swit h to relativisti omputers. The
next proposition says that the answer is in the aÆrmative.
Proposition 2. Let n > 0. There are in nitely many relations R 2 2 n (1 [ 1 ), R  N n
su h that some relativisti omputer de ides R.

Let H 2 1 n 1 be arbitrary. De ne
R := f(x; 1) j x 2 H g [ f(y; 0) j y 2 H g;
where H = N n n H . That is,
R = (H  f1g) [ (H  f0g):
(i) R 2= 1 be ause we annot enumerate its se ond part H  f0g and R 2= 1 be ause we
annot enumerate the omplement of its rst part H  f1g. (Hint: R 2 1 ) we an enumerate
R ) we an enumerate those elements of R whi h end with 0 ) we an enumerate H  f0g )
we an enumerate H .) It an be seen that R 2 2 (by H 2 1 ).
(ii) By Proposition 1 there is a relativisti omputer G de iding H .
The new G0 de iding R does the following: If it re eives an input (x; k) and if k > 1, then
G0 answers \no". Assume k  1. Then G0 asks G = ( P ; O ) to de ide whether x 2 H . If k = 1
then G0 prints out the same answer as G. If k = 0 then G0 prints out the negation of the answer
of G.
Proof.

Clearly, G0 is a relativisti omputer de iding R 2 2 n (1 [ 1 ). 3
Sin e R 2= 1 [ 1 , our new omputer G0 onstru ted in the proof of Proposition 2 de ides sets
harder than re ursively enumerable sets and omplements of re ursively enumerable ones. This
means that we an \ limb higher" with one extra degree of unsolvability with Proposition 2. We
have the following orollary, immediate from Proposition 2.
Corollary 2. There are in nitely many 2 n (1 [ 1 ) fun tions f : N ! N realizable by
relativisti omputers. (Of ourse these fun tions are non-Turing omputable). 3
We note that the simplest examples of R 2 2 n 1 relations are the hara teristi fun tions H
of relations H 2 1 n 1. We laim that relations de ided relativisti ally by Proposition 2 annot
be obtained in this way. Therefore by Proposition 2 we an de ide 2 -relations whi h are stri tly
more omplex (i.e. harder) than the simplest examples for R 2 2 n 1 .
Let us ask if we an de ide even harder sets than in Proposition 2. Ea h relation de ided
by Proposition 2 an be regarded as a disjoint union of a 1 -set and a 1-set. In the next
proposition we will de ide relations in 2 n (1 [ 1 ) whi h annot be obtained as su h disjoint
unions. In some sense this means that we an de ide even broader spe trum of hard relations.
Proposition 3. Let n > 0. There are in nitely many relations R 2 2 n (1 [ 1 ), R  N n
su h that
(i) R annot be obtained as a disjoint union of nitely many 1 and 1 relations;
(ii) R is de idable by a relativisti omputer G = ( O ; P ).
Proof. Let H 2 1 n 1 be arbitrary, n > 0. De ne
XH := f(a; b) j a 2 H and b 2 H g:
Let XH =: f : N 2n ! f0; 1g be the hara teristi fun tion of XH . Then Rf  N 2n  f0; 1g 
N 2n+1 is a 2n + 1-ary relation.
(i) To de ide Rf , our G = ( O ; P ) is similar to the one that was before but now P an send
two di erent kinds of signals to O , say Sa and Sb . The input for G is of the form (a; b; k) =
((a; b); k) (where k refers to the (2n + 1)-th omponent of Rf ). The ase distin tion between
k > 1 and k  1 is similar to that in the proof of Proposition 2. If k > 1 then O automati ally
prints \no".
Assume k = 1. P does the following: It starts sear hing for a in H . If it nds a 2 H then
sends out Sa to O and starts a sear h for b 2 H . If it nds b, then sends Sb . Now O does the
following: If he re eives no signal, then prints out \no". If he re eives Sa and no Sb then prints
\yes". If he re eives Sb and no Sa then prints \no". Finally, if he re eives both an Sa and Sb,
then he prints \no".

Assume k = 0. Then P starts two parallel pro esses Pa and Pb. If Pa nds a 2 H it sends
o a Sa while if Pb nds b 2 H it sends Sb. If O re eives no signal, he prints \yes". If he re eives
Sa but no Sb then prints \no". If he re eives an Sb then prints \yes" (independently of other
possibly re eived signals).
(ii) In onne tion with Rf not being a disjoint union of a 1 and a 1 set, we note only the
following. Let
Ri := f(a; b; i) j (a; b; i) 2 Rf g:
Then R1 = R  f1g with R = TH . So, in some sense, the \ omplexity" of R1 is determined by
the \ omplexity" of R. But R was of the form R = f(a; b) j a 2 H and b 2= H g with H 2 1 n 1.
So learly R 2= 1 be ause of the \b part" and R 2= 1 be ause of the \a part". To save spa e,
we omit the rest of the proof, sin e the present proposition is not of a entral importan e. 3
By Proposition 3 above, relativisti omputers an solve problems mu h harder than the nonTuring omputable problem of de iding an unde idable but re ursively enumerable (i.e. 1 n 1)
relation.
The next proposition shows that the extended Turing ma hine, we dis ussed between Definition 3 and De nition 4 in Se tion 2|whi h for any Turing ma hine T and possible input
(x1 ; : : : ; xk ) de ides whether T terminates|is also realizable by a relativisti omputer G.
Proposition 4. There is a relativisti omputer G = ( P ; O ) whi h takes as input a program
pr(T ) for a Turing ma hine T and a possible input (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) for T . Then G yields output
\diverges" if T diverges for (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) or else \ onverges with output (y1 ; : : : ; yl )" if T indeed
onverges for input (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) with output (y1 ; : : : ; yl ).
Proof. G is of the form ( P ; O ) as usual. P and O , sitting together, re eive as input a
program pr(T ) for some T and a possible input (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) for T . For simpli ity we will write
\T " for pr(T ).
Then O takes a opy of T and (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) with himself and starts his journey \toward the
Malament{Hogarth event" p 2 M . Then P starts exe uting T with input (x1; : : : ; xk ). If T
terminates, P sends a signal to O . At (or after) the Malament{Hogarth event, O does the
following. If no signal arrived then prints \diverges". If he re eived a signal from P then O
knows that T onverges with (x1 ; : : : ; xk ). Consequently O an safely start exe uting T with
(x1 ; : : : ; xk ) and he knows that T will terminate in nite time. When T terminates, then O
prints out whatever output T yielded. 3
In light of Propositions 1-4 and Corollaries 1-2 above we an de ide general 1 -sets and are able
to realize hard 2 -sets by our relativisti omputer G ontradi ting Theses 2-2'. In our opinion,
the above onsiderations point in the dire tion that if we hoose lassi al general relativity as
the ba kground physi al theory then Theses 2-3 turn out to be false be ause they deal with

omputability of the se ond kind. The reason why Thesis 1 annot be atta ked is the di eren e
between an arti ial omputing system (i.e. a thought-experiment in a onsistent physi al theory)
and a physi al omputer in the narrow sense: it is possible that our arti ial omputing system
annot be realized as a physi al omputer, although we remark that the almost-sure existen e of
large rotating bla k holes in gala ti nu lei and properties of these bla k holes (see below) point
towards the e e tive realizability of our thought-experiment, i.e. towards the possible violation
of Thesis 1, too.
Remark. A reader who is not a spe ialist of general relativity theory, may ask the following
question. Why do we need (something as \fan y" as e.g.) rotating bla k holes, why is a \simple"
S hwarzs hild bla k hole (of suÆ iently big mass) not enough for our thought-experiment20 ?
(Instead of rotating ones, ele tri ally harged bla k holes would do the job just as well, but this
is not the issue here, sin e the question is why do we need something more omplex than the
most \ lassi al" S hwarzs hild holes.) The answer is the following.
For the sake of argument, let us use S hwarzs hild oordinates for des ribing the spa etime
outside the non-rotating bla k hole. Let O and P behave as in the thought-experiment des ribed
above (involving Kerr bla k holes). Now, it is true that from the point of view of P , the lo ks
of O slow down so mu h that when O re eives a yes (or no) answer from its omputer, then
a ording to P 's oordinate system, O is still outside of the event horizon. The problem is that
to send the answer to O su h that he re eives it still before hitting the singularity (whi h event is
impossible to avoid in this ase), P would need to use so alled ta hyons (FTL-signals). Indeed,
if P nishes the omputation in a large enough but nite time, then the light P sends after
O will onverge to O in a similar rate as O onverges to the singularity but will not rea h O
before O rosses it21. The problem is alleviated e.g. by using rotating bla k holes, very roughly
as follows. In a rotating bla k hole behind the event horizon we just dis ussed, there is a se ond
inner event horizon whi h is a Cau hy horizon as well. If O approa hes the bla k hole along the
orbit onsidered above, then not later than O rea hes the se ond horizon, he will meet the signal
sent by P . As we indi ated, making our bla k hole rotate is only one of the possible solutions
but this hoi e is strongly supported by the \naturality" of rotating bla k holes i.e. their very
possible real existen e.
4 On the physi al reality of the model
To understand if the above model is realisti from the physi al point of view, we olle t properties
of Malament{Hogarth spa e-times using results from re ent physi al literature. First we summarize two important general hara teristi s of Malament{Hogarth spa e-times. We an state
20 Cf.

e.g. footnote 5 on p.83 of [25℄.
an be seen by looking at the Penrose diagram of the extended S hwarzs hild spa e-time.

21 This

(see Lemma 4.1. and Lemma 4.3. of [4℄):
Proposition 5. Let (M; g ) be a Malament{Hogarth spa e-time with a Malament{Hogarth
event p 2 M . Then M is not globally hyperboli .
Moreover, hoose any onne ted spa e-like hypersurfa e S  M satisfying im P  D+(S ).
Then either p 2 H +(S ) i.e. p lies on the future Cau hy horizon of S or p 2= D+ (S ) i.e. does not
belong to the future Cau hy development of S . 3
The meaning of Proposition 5 is the following. A very important property of globally hyperboli
spa e-times is that they possess a so- alled initial data surfa e ( alled Cau hy surfa e) i.e. xing
data of physi al elds along the Cau hy surfa e only (whi h is a three-dimensional submanifold of
M ), one an determine the values of these elds over the whole spa e-time via the orresponding
eld equations. The above theorem shows that a Malament{Hogarth spa e-time does not possess
su h an initial data surfa e i.e. always ontains events q 2 M whi h are unpredi table even xing
initial data on arbitrary large subsets of M , for example on a spa e-like submanifold S  M .
Espe ially, the Malament{Hogarth event p 2 M is su h an event. We met this phenomenon
in the spe ial ase of the Kerr spa e-time already. The diÆ ulties aused by this fa t will be
dis ussed soon.
Another very important property of Malament{Hogarth spa e-times is the \in nite blueshift
e e t". Roughly speaking, as a onsequen e of the in nite time ontra tion seen by the observer
O approa hing the Malament{Hogarth event p 2 M , all signals of nite energy or frequen y
will hit O at p 2 M by an in nite amount of energy, i.e. Malament{Hogarth spa e-times a t
as unbounded gravitational ampli ers near p 2 M . More pre isely, the following theorem holds
(Lemma 4.2. of [4℄):
Proposition 6. Let (M; g ) be a Malament{Hogarth spa e-time with time-like urves P and

O as in De nition 5. Suppose that the family of null-geodesi s onne ting P with O forms a
two dimensional integral submanifold in M in whi h the order of emission from P mat hes the
order of absorption by O . If the photon frequen y !P is onstant measured by P (i.e. P does
not stop sending signals to O ) then the time-integrated photon frequen y
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This theorem is a trivial onsequen e of the assumption that the original observer P sent an
in nite amount of energy to O , sin e it sends signals of onstant frequen y !P throughout its
in nite existen e.
re eived by

O

is divergent.

Now we wish to dis uss the onsequen es of these properties of Malament{Hogarth spa etimes in the spe ial ase of the Kerr bla k hole against building relativisti omputers onstru ted
in Se tion 3.
(1) First we are going to study the e e ts of the in nite blueshift, the problem formulated in
Proposition 6 above. We onsider rst whether O an survive the en ounter with the inner event
horizon or not. A similar but more detailed onsideration like Proposition 6 shows that near its
inner horizon, the Kerr bla k hole ampli es every, arbitrarily small deviation from the original
va uum spa e-time stru ture in an unbounded amount, yielding that this horizon rather looks
like a real urvature singularity (i.e. not a pure \ oordinate singularity"). This phenomenon
is known as the \in nite mass-in ation" in the physi s literature and appears if one al ulates
the e e t of the in nitely ampli ed absorbed energy on the metri near the inner horizon. At
rst look, in the ase of perturbations of the metri by a s alar eld, this singularity turns out
to be a s alar urvature divergen e on the inner horizon [26℄. This fa t is usually interpreted
as the instability of the (va uum) Kerr spa e-time. Hen e, after realizing the mass-in ation
phenomenon, physi ists supposed the non-traversability of the Kerr bla k hole.
A more areful analysis of the situation was arried out by Ori [21℄[22℄ in the ase of the
Reissner{Nordstrom bla k hole and partially in the ase of the Kerr{Newman bla k hole, however.
In a ordan e with his al ulations (a epting the validity of ertain te hni al assumptions) it
seems that despite the existen e of the s alar urvature divergen e, the tidal for es remain nite
moreover negligible in the ase of realisti Kerr bla k holes when rossing the inner horizon. Hen e
although the inner horizon (whi h ontains the Malament{Hogarth event) is a real urvature
singularity it is only a so- alled weak singularity be ause the tidal for es still remain nite on it.
As an example [22℄, for a Kerr bla k hole of mass M = 107m ( m refers to solar mass) and
age T = 106 years (more pre isely this is the age of the initial perturbation of the Kerr bla k
hole) the relative distortion of an obje t of typi al size l rossing the inner horizon is
l  10 55:
l

In summary, although the Malament{Hogarth event is situated in a \dangerous" region of the
Kerr{Newman spa e-time, in theory at least, it an be approa hed by the observer O .
Next we may ask about the strong (ele tromagneti ) radiation absorbed by O during the
ourse of rossing the inner event horizon, as another onsequen e of the blueshift e e t. This
problem was studied by Burko and Ori [3℄. They on lude that these e e ts remain also nite
making it theoreti ally possible to survive su h an en ounter for O although one may worry
about the intensive pair reation indu ed by the extremely high energy photons [3℄. Of ourse
these onsiderations require more detailed analysis in the future, see also [24℄.
Summing up, we an on lude that a epting a very rough, lassi al pi ture for the inner horizon of the Reissner{Nordstrom and Kerr{Newman bla k holes, their traversability is reasonable.

In our arti ial omputing system G = ( P ; O ), the physi al omputer P sends a modulated
light beam to O . Proposition 6 above suggests that even the (energeti ally) mildest answer of
P will simply destroy O by re eiving an in nite amount of energy. This is valid only if P sends
ele tromagneti signals of onstant frequen y through an in nite proper time (measured by P ),
hen e Proposition 6 is not surprising. If P sends a nite signal answering a simple \yes" or
\no", the re eived energy by O remains nite in light of results of Burko and Ori. Hen e, the
pessimisti onsequen es of Proposition 6 are ruled out for the relativisti omputer designed in
the present paper.
(2) The stability of the ir ular orbit around the Kerr bla k hole required for P was also
studied by Kenne k and Ori [13℄ and Ori [23℄. They studied the e e t of the gravitational
radiation of the Kerr bla k hole on the evolution of a point parti le moving on an initially
ir ular orbit around the Kerr bla k hole. The answer is also en ouraging, the perturbation
seems to be negligible yielding the stability of stationary ir ular orbits, hen e the omputer P
an orbit around the bla k hole for long time (hen e with little e ort for ever).
(3) We mention at this point again, that both urves P and O are geodesi s in the Kerr
spa e-time i.e. the a eleration along them is zero i.e. bounded. Hen e in this situation one does
not have to worry about the negative onsequen es of a possibly in nite a eleration, see [25℄.
(4) Next we turn our attention to the onsequen es of Proposition 5. The essen e of this
theorem is that the Malament{Hogarth event p 2 M annot be predi ted even xing initial data
on the whole spatial surfa e S  M whi h is a Cau hy surfa e for the outer observer P . This
fa t is interpreted by Earman in [4℄, p. 118 by saying that the observer O , while rossing p 2 M ,
is able to de ide whether a signal ame from P or from a possibly past singularity if and only if
he is able to perform an in nitely pre ise dis rimination in spatial dire tions whi h is physi ally
unreasonable (but although theoreti ally it is allowed in lassi al physi s). As suggested also by
Earman this problem is apparently solved by using a oding system between P and O be ause in
this ase the information of the result of the al ulation P just ompleted is not arried simply
by the dire tion of the light beam. But this solution is also reje ted by Earman by another
\in nitely pre ise dis rimination" argument ([4℄ p. 118) essentially based on the assumption
that P wishes to send a possibly unbounded amount of information to O . But as we lari ed in
the beginning of this se tion for our purposes we need to answer yes or no questions only, using
a previously xed ode. Hen e the length of the message sent by P is bounded uniformly hen e
Earman's in nite dis rimination argument is not valid in this moment.
But apparently, as we have seen, O must be able to perform in nitely pre ise measurement
of time be ause in our model the dete tion time arries a lot of information. Noti e however that
this assumption is not an extra one; it is already assumed by a epting that O , before rossing
the Malament{Hogarth event p 2 M , is always able to dete t signals from P . Namely, the length
of the signal re eived by O tends to zero, hen e very lose to p 2 M O must be able to dete t
arbitrary short signals; onsequently if he an do it ertainly an measure its dete tion time

arbitrary a urately, too; we soon dis uss how to deal with this problem (of \in nite pre ision").
Summing up, we went through all the major possible lassi al obsta les published so far
against building the arti ial omputing system G = ( P ; O ) performing omputability of the
se ond kind, listed in [4℄, [25℄ and referen es therein. We found that these obstru tions an be
removed at the lassi al level (hen e in lassi al general relativity) i.e. they do not kill the idea
of designing a thought-experiment suitable for de iding 1 -sets of natural numbers (be ause the
quoted obje tions do not destroy the idea of the relativisti omputer we designed in the present
paper).
As a nal remark we have to emphasize again that we have omitted all the quantum e e ts in
our model. In general, the a ura y of time measurement, whi h is required for O , is not a problem in lassi al physi s while in quantum physi s it is onstrained by quantum u tuations. In
this moment we do not possess a satisfying theory to des ribe the onsequen es of these quantum
u tuations in the presen e of strong gravitational elds. Of ourse this is be ause a satisfa tory
theory of quantum gravity has not been formulated yet. We an do only naive onsiderations
taking into a ount the basi prin iples of quantum me hani s and general relativity. Using
results of Ng [17℄ we an say the following about the a ura y of time measurment. Assume we
have a lo k with total running time T over whi h it an remain a urate and is apable for a
time measurment of a ura y t. Then one an derive an inequality
t  (T t2P )1=3
p
where tP = ~G= 5  10 43 se is the Plan k-time. In our ase we require a time measurment with an unboundedly in reasing a ura y from O 's lo k till the Malament{Hogarth event.
Consequently, without the violation of the above inequality, in prin iple the observer O an onstantly \tune" his lo k to be more and more a urate (t ! 0) for shorter and shorter times
as he approa hes the Malament{Hogarth event (T ! 0). Possibly this lo k annot be used
after the Malament{Hogarth event but this is not a problem. But noti e that interpreting the
Plan k-time tP as the fundamental smallest time unit then a ura y beyond tP is meaningless.
This might destroy the realizability of our thought-experiment in a quantum framework. This
means that if we use quantum gravity in pla e of lassi al general relativity as our ba kground
theory, then we should design our arti ial omputing system di erently. However, sin e the
theory of quantum gravity does not exist yet, it seems pointless to try to elaborate the details
nowadays.
Moreover a generally a epted quantum gravitational phenomenon is the bla k hole evaporation. Finally this may ause that every (Kerr) bla k hole will evaporate in nite time making it
impossible for P to send signals to O in very late times. Hen e these and other, yet unknown,
quantum phenomena o urring in strong gravitational elds an eventually also annihilate our
onsiderations.

5 Con luding Remarks
In this paper we have studied the physi al reality of performing an in nitude of al ulations in
nite time in order to answer very interesting questions.
One of the present authors (I.N.) had dis ussed the various Theses formulated in Se tion 2
with one of their originators Laszlo Kalmar, and he feels that Kalmar would be pleased by the
kind of approa h taken in the present paper.
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